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Part I: Introduction

No where is the American ideal of “We the People”1 democracy more realized than at the level of local government. Government in the sunshine2 and open access laws3 mandate that local school boards, city councils and county commissions hold public meetings, often requiring a public comment session.4 Operating government

---
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1 U.S. Const. Preamble.
business in the public eye, with the opportunity for citizen input, provides direct access to
government decision-makers. Public access allows all citizens, regardless of their
political clout, to have the ear of those decision-makers who often have the most direct
impact on citizens’ everyday lives. Whether the controversy involves employment of a
high school coach, a zoning variance or the closing of a community center, those most
affected can directly express to local officials their support of, or opposition to, the cause
at issue.

There are two aspects of open government; one is transparency, the other is
citizen input. This paper focuses on the latter, and specifically on the rules of decorum
that apply to public comment sessions at public meetings. Fortunately, violence at
government meetings, like the recent shooting at a school board meeting, is rare.
However, when angry citizens or disgruntled employees vent their frustrations in public
meetings, government business can be impeded and reputational harm can result.

Some recent examples of public comments that resulted in the ejection or arrest of
citizens illustrate the intricate balance between an individual’s right to speak at a public
meeting, and the right of public bodies to hold their meetings without undue disruption.
In Ohio, after years of listening to the shouts of Norman Edwards, the Cleveland-
Cuyahoga County Port Authority told Edwards that he is no longer allowed to comment
at public meetings. Edwards is known for accusing public bodies and union officials of
keeping black people from working on publicly funded projects, once calling a board

6 Tom Breckenridge, Port Authority Gives Vocal Contractor a ‘Timeout’, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER, June 26, 2008 at C1.
member a racist. In Louisiana, the Orleans Parish School Board meetings have become what some call a mockery. When board President Gail Glapion told a resident to “be brief” the resident responded, “OK. The end. Period,” prompting hoots from the audience. Another example is when Lloyd Lazard criticized a trip to Washington that Glapion would be taking to attend the Schools’ Spring Legislative Policy Conference, saying that the trip was a waste of money and the only purpose was for Glapion to continue her “social climbing and elbow rubbing” with local politicians “who all have an office on Magazine Street.” When Glapion responded to Lazard’s comments with a “Thank you, Mr. Lazard, for your opinion,” he retorted, “You’re not welcome, Mizz Glapion.” Such exchanges not only frustrate the Board, but also annoy other citizens, like one elderly woman at the meeting who said, “this is why I didn’t want to come to no meeting.”

In an attempt to maintain civility and the ability to conduct business, government entities often limit the tenor and subject matter of public comment. However, how, what and who can comment at public meetings is not clear from the existing case law. The Supreme Court has repeatedly held that discussions on public officials and government business should be open and robust and is fully protected by the First Amendment, even if not always in perfect taste. In creating parameters that govern public comment, local governing boards must be cautious not to trample on the First Amendment rights of those wishing to speak. This paper will discuss the factors that government entities should

---

7 Breckenridge, supra note 6.
8 Lynne Jensen, School Board Meetings Draw the Civic and the Silly, NEW ORLEANS TIMES PICAYUNE, April 1, 1999 at A1.
9 Id.
10 Id.
11 Id.
12 Id.
consider in fashioning rules of decorum for public comment that comply with First Amendment dictates and protect the operation of government business and the reputational interests of government employees.

Americans have always been imbued with the local “spirit of liberty”\textsuperscript{14} and have been powerful participants in local government. A discussion of rules applicable to public comment sessions begins and ends with the First Amendment. However, this paper will discuss the key constitutional principles after reviewing some of the cases involving citizens’ claims that their voices were silenced at public meetings and surveying some of the rules of decorum that states and local governments have adopted. Much of the confusion in finding the appropriate balance between “maximize[ing] citizen participation and ensur[ing] the efficient conduct of the people’s business”\textsuperscript{15} lies in a misapplication of forum analysis and the lack of training on the part of officials who have the responsibility of maintaining order at public meetings.

Therefore, before discussing the First Amendment, Part II of this paper will review some of the situations in which citizens’ input at public meetings impedes government business or offends the sensibilities of others attending the meetings. Part III will survey the many different types of state and local laws that govern public session comments. While not always in agreement on the scope and latitude of freedom afforded citizen speech, it is well recognized that citizens have a First Amendment right in speaking on public issues to those who govern, particularly at the local level. Courts have inconsistently viewed public comment sessions through the lens of a public forum

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{14} Alexis de Tocqueville, \textit{Democracy in America} 55-56 (J.P. Mayer & Max Lerner, eds., Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. 1966) (1835) (Tocqueville, in describing America, wrote, “the strength of free nations resides in the local community…without local institutions, a nation may establish a free government, but it cannot have the spirit of liberty”).
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{15} Steinburg v. Chesterfield County Planning Comm’n, 527 F.3d 377, 387 (4th Cir. 2008).
\end{flushleft}
analysis. Further, public employees, speaking in their official capacity, do not receive the same First Amendment protection as private citizens. With an eye toward unraveling the confusion in the existing case law, Part IV will discuss the First Amendment principles which local government entities must consider when fashioning rules applicable to public comment sessions. Part V will suggest guidelines for local governments to follow when adopting and implementing rules of decorum for public comment sessions at local government meetings. In conclusion, Part VI will suggest that incivility is inevitable in public discourse and rules of decorum are, at best, aspirational.

**Part II: Citizens’ Speech Clashes with Government Business and Sensibilities**

Hundreds of thousands of viewers witnessed a man pulling a gun at a Florida school board meeting as the incident, captured on video, appeared on major news networks and went viral on YouTube. Angry at association rules mandating the use of a contracted landscaper, a member of a gated community took a gun to a county meeting and killed two commissioners. Another disgruntled citizen, yelling “Kill the Mayor,” burst into a city council meeting and shot two police officers and three city officials before being fatally wounded. These and other headline-grabbing news stories are fortunately isolated incidents of citizens-gone-mad. No amount of rules adopted to govern citizen participation in government meetings will deter those individuals, who for reasons of illness or other infirmities, are committed to such acts of violence. In fact, the only antidote for such individuals is strong security measures.

---

16 *Florida School Board Shooting*, supra note 5.
However, it is the fear of disruption and the risk of violence that often fuel the promulgation of rules and government actions that limit or preclude citizen participation in public meetings. Where government meetings do include public comment sessions, rules of decorum are aimed at minimizing disruption so that government business can be accomplished and citizens’ voices can be heard.

The foundation of all rules of decorum is that government may not silence viewpoints it disfavors. Beyond this basic requirement, local entities can adopt rules that require speakers to maintain relevancy and civility when commenting. Rules prohibiting personal attacks have received mixed validation from the courts. The “policy against ‘personal attacks’ focuses on two evils that could erode the beneficence of orderly public discussion.” These policies further the dual interests of keeping public discussion on topic and reducing defensiveness and counter-argumentation. Both these interests serve to maintain the orderly conduct of the meeting.\(^\text{19}\)\(^\text{20}\)\(^\text{21}\)\(^\text{22}\)

\(^{19}\) See infra Part III for discussion of constitutional underpinnings of rules governing public comment sessions.

\(^{20}\) See Bach v. School Bd. of the City of Virginia Beach, 139 F. Supp.2d 738 (E.D. Va. 2001) (striking school board bylaw which prohibits speakers from making “attacks or accusations regarding the honesty, character, integrity or other like personal attributes of any identified individual”). The school board tried to distinguish between “comments about public officials’ qualifications and conduct in administering their duties” and “attacks that are targeted at school officials in their personal capacity.” Id. at 742. In giving an example of this distinction, the school board contended that calling someone a liar would violate the bylaw provision against personal attacks, but saying someone lied about spending public funds for personal use would not. Id. at 743. The court concluded that the school board was making a distinction without a difference, and such hair-splitting would chill “robust public debate.” Id.; but see Steinburg, F.3d at 387 (concluding that “a content-neutral policy against personal attacks is not facially unconstitutional” because it serves “the legitimate public interest [ ] of decorum and order”). Perhaps the distinction between Bach and Steinburg can be explained by the specificity of the provision in the bylaw provision found facially unconstitutional in Bach.

\(^{21}\) Steinburg, 527 F.3d at 386 (4th Cir. 2008) (removed from public meeting for speaking in a disruptive manner, failing to speak on topic and refusing to relinquish podium after several warnings that comments were impermissible under “no personal attacks” policy).

\(^{22}\) Id. at 387.

\(^{23}\) Id. (“a personal attack leads almost inevitably to a responsive defense or counter-attack and thus to argumentation that has the real potential to disrupt the orderly conduct of the meeting”).
However, determining where to draw the line between disruptive and non-disruptive conduct often causes problems of constitutional significance. For example, a Nazi gesture, lasting one or two seconds, made by a citizen after the close of the public comment session resulted in a long court battle.\textsuperscript{24} The incident began in 2002, at a city council meeting. After the Mayor admonished a citizen speaker whose time had expired to relinquish the podium and sit down, Mr. Norse gave a Nazi salute directed at the Mayor.\textsuperscript{25} Having resumed the meeting, the Mayor was unaware of Mr. Norse’s gesture until another council member brought it to his attention.\textsuperscript{26} At the direction of the Mayor, the acting sergeant-at-arms, a city police officer, asked Mr. Norse to voluntarily leave the meeting.\textsuperscript{27} When Mr. Norse refused, the police officer arrested Mr. Norse and escorted him from the meeting.\textsuperscript{28}

Eight years later, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, sitting en banc, reversed a previous decision that affirmed the dismissal of Mr. Norse’s section 1983 claim alleging a First Amendment violation, and remanded the case for trial.\textsuperscript{29} At the time of the incident, the city’s rules of procedure for maintaining decorum in council meetings provided:

\begin{quote}
While the Council is in session, all persons shall preserve order and decorum. Any person making personal, impertinent, or slanderous remarks, or becoming boisterous shall be barred by the presiding officer from further attendance at said meeting unless permission for continued attendance is granted by a majority vote of the Council. The rules also
\end{quote}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[24] \textit{Norse v. City of Santa Cruz}, 586 F.3d 697, 698 (9th Cir. 2009) (describing procedural history of case); 598 F.3d 1061 (9th Cir. 2010) (granting rehearing en banc); 629 F.3d 966 (9th Cir. 2010).
\item[26] \textit{Id.}
\item[27] \textit{Id.}
\item[28] \textit{Id.}
\item[29] \textit{Norse}, 629 F.3d at 978.
\end{footnotes}
require all speakers to “avoid[ ] all indecorous language and references to personalities and abid[e] by the following rules of civil debate.

1. We may disagree, but we will be respectful of one another
2. All comments will be directed to the issue at hand
3. Personal attacks should be avoided.  

The city argued that any violation of its decorum rules constituted a “disturbance” which could result in ejection from a public meeting. The court disagreed, concluding that “actual disruption means actual disruption” not “constructive disruption, technical disruption, virtual disruption, nunc pro tunc disruption, or imaginary disruption.”

Like the city in the Norse case, the city of Dayton argued that its mayor had the authority to define what constituted a disturbance and to eject a citizen from a commission meeting for causing one. In a city commission meeting, Mr. Esrati sat quietly donning a ninja mask. After Mr. Esrati ignored several warnings to remove the mask, he was arrested and charged with criminal trespass, disturbing a lawful meeting, and unlawful conduct at a commission meeting. The city of Dayton put forth several reasons for prohibiting Mr. Esrati from wearing a mask in the commission meeting.

According to the city, maintaining decorum, order and control, as well as assuaging fear

---

30 Norse v. City of Santa Cruz, 2007 WL 951854 *2 (N.D. Cal. 2007). The rules further provided:

Finally, the rules provide that the chief of police, or representative, shall act as ex-officio sergeant-at-arms of the Council and “shall carry out all orders and instructions of the presiding officer for the purpose of maintaining order and decorum in the Council Chambers.”

Upon instructions of the presiding officer it shall be the duty of the sergeant-at-arms or any police officer present to eject from the Council Chambers any person in the audience who uses boisterous or profane language, or language tending to bring the Council or any Councilmember into contempt, or any person who interrupts and refuses to keep quiet or take a seat when ordered to do so by the presiding officer or otherwise disrupts the proceedings of the Council.

31 Norse, 629 F.3d at 976.
32 Id.
33 City of Dayton v Esrati, 707 N.E.2d 1140, 1145 (Ohio Ct. of App. 1997) (city contended that the trial court erred in failing to recognize that the mayor had authority to “regulate the conduct of people who attend Commission meetings”).
34 Id. at 1143.
35 Esrati, 707 N.E.2d at 1142.
for physical safety of other citizens justified the action against Mr. Esrati.\textsuperscript{36} However, as in the \textit{Norse} case, the court required the city of Dayton to show an actual disturbance to sustain the charges against Mr. Esrati.\textsuperscript{37}

Symbolic speech, such as a Nazi gesture and donning a ninja mask, is not the only type of alleged disturbance for which citizens have been removed from public meetings and subject to arrest. In \textit{Leonard v. Robinson}, Mr. Leonard used the term “god damn” when addressing the Township council during the citizen comment portion of the public meeting.\textsuperscript{38} After a reprimand from a council member for “using the Lord’s name in vain,” Mr. Leonard yelled, “I’ll do what I want,” at which point a police officer entered the conversation.\textsuperscript{39} Mr. Leonard and the police officer exchanged unpleasantries, leading to Mr. Leonard’s arrest for disturbance of lawful meetings.\textsuperscript{40} Mr. Leonard claimed that his arrest was without probable cause and in retaliation for his comments at the council meeting.\textsuperscript{41} Although the legal issues concerned the actions of the police officer, rather than a council member, the alleged disturbance at the public meeting subjected the speaker to criminal charges. Ultimately, the appellate court reversed the order of summary judgment and remanded Mr. Leonard’s claim of retaliation for exercising his First Amendment rights.\textsuperscript{42}

\textsuperscript{36} \textit{Id.} at 1145 (the city articulated a fourth rationale of “affording those scheduled to make presentations the opportunity to exercise their First Amendment rights without distraction or hindrance.”).

\textsuperscript{37} \textit{Id.} at 1149 (affirming the trial court judgment dismissing the charges against Mr. Esrati; the court analyzed Mr. Esrati’s First Amendment right under the symbolic speech doctrine and disagreed with the city’s contention that after the public comment session is over, a commission meeting is a nonpublic forum).

\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Leonard v. Robinson}, 477 F.3d 347, 352 (6th Cir. 2007).

\textsuperscript{39} \textit{Id.} at 352.

\textsuperscript{40} \textit{Id.} at 363 (a video of the incident showed that “what start[ed] as a pointed, but seemingly controlled, exchange between Leonard and a board member turn[ed] into Leonard speaking over the board member and degenerat[ed] into Leonard losing control and simply yelling at the board member”).

\textsuperscript{41} \textit{Id.} (reversing the district court’s order granting summary judgment in favor of the defendants).

\textsuperscript{42} \textit{Leonard v. Robinson}, 477 F.3d at 363 Id.
Preventing disturbances at public meetings is essential to achieving the dual goals of fostering citizen participation and ensuring the efficient accomplishment of public business. To achieve these goals, it is necessary for local entities to adopt and implement rules of procedure for maintaining decorum in public meetings. Common among the rules of decorum adopted by government entities for public comment sessions are prohibitions against speech that is repetitive, harassing or frivolous.\(^{43}\) Citizens have been denied the opportunity to speak or ejected from public meetings for ignoring “legitimate” requests from the presiding official to cease their comments and sit down. Courts have deemed the following “legitimate” reasons to silence a speaker: when the speaker has exceeded his allotted time limit,\(^ {44}\) debated irrelevancies,\(^ {45}\) pursued repetitive debate,\(^ {46}\) discussed matters of private concern,\(^ {47}\) or delivered comments in a harassing, insulting manner.\(^ {48}\)

\(^{43}\) See Lowery v. Jefferson County Bd. of Educ., 586 F.3d 427 (6th Cir. 2009) (upholding school board policy prohibiting speech when it is “repetitive,” “harassing” or “frivolous”); White v. City of Norwalk, 900 F.2d 1421, 1425 (9th Cir. 1990) (permissible to prohibit citizen speech that is irrelevant or repetitious); Jones v. Heyman, 888 F.2d 1328, 1333 (11th Cir. 1989) (valid ejection of speaker from city commission meeting based on “off-topic, disruptive and antagonistic speech”); Wright v. Anthony, 733 F.2d 575, 576 (8th Cir. 1984) (upholding five-minute limit for speech at public hearing).

\(^{44}\) See Shero v. City of Grove, 510 F.3d 1196, 1203 (10th Cir. 2007) (three minute time limit to speak at public comment portion of city council meeting did not constitute a prior restraint in violation of the First Amendment); Wright, 733 F.2d at 577 (upholding 5 minute time limit for public comments in public hearing on Social Security reforms); accord Rowe v. City of Cocoa, Florida, 358 F.3d 800, 803 (2004) (citing Jones v. Heyman, 888 F.2d 1328, 1333 (11th Cir. 1989)); I.A. Rana Enterprises, Inc. v. City of Aurora, 630 F. Supp.2d 912 (N.D. Ill. 2009).

\(^{45}\) See Steinburg, 527 F.3d 377 (removal from public meeting for failure to restrict comments to the only topic for consideration at the commission’s meeting did not violate the First Amendment rights of the speaker); White, 900 F.2d at 1425 (permissible to limit public comments to only those topics on the agenda).

\(^{46}\) See Lowery, 586 F.3d at 431 (rejecting parents request to speak at a school board meeting because the proposed topic was repetitive of the parents’ comments at the previous board meeting did not constitute a prior restraint in violation of the First Amendment); Eichenlaub v. Township of Indiana, 385 F.3d 274, 281 (3d Cir. 2004) (removal of speaker from Township Board of Supervisors meeting during public comment session because he was “repetitive and truculent” and “repeatedly interrupted the chairman of the committee” did not violate the First Amendment).

\(^{47}\) See Mitchell v. Hillsborough County, 468 F.3d 1276, 1284 (11th Cir. 2006) (determining whether government employee speech is a matter of public concern or private speech for purposes of First Amendment protection; although speech was a private matter, no retaliatory claim when employee terminated for vulgar comments during public comment portion of county commission meeting);
A presiding official must be tasked with the responsibility of cutting off irrelevant, repetitive and caustic debates to avoid free-for-alls and interminably long meetings. Neutral rules provide guidance to officials conducting public meetings, who must decide what constitutes a disruption and at what point the speaker should be silenced so that government business can proceed and other citizens can be heard. However, neutral rules of general applicability become vehicles of government censorship when government entities and officials enforce rules of decorum in a selective and arbitrary manner.

Members of the public do not have a constitutionally guaranteed right “to be heard by public bodies making decisions of policy.” However, when state and local laws create a forum for citizen input at public meetings, constitutional guarantees apply. What level of constitutional protection is afforded citizen speech in public comment sessions will be discussed after surveying various states’ open meeting laws and the rules of decorum that govern.

Part III: A Survey of Open Meeting Laws and Rules of Decorum

While every state has Open Meetings Laws, not every state’s Open Meetings Laws address whether there is a right to participate in public meetings. Where the Open

---

Eichenlaub, 385 F.3d at 281 (“One would certainly not expect the forum of a Township meeting to include . . . arguments about private disputes involving town citizens”). However, the distinction between public concern and private matters is not relevant outside the government employment context; and Plaintiff’s private land use grievance with the Township is protected by the First Amendment. Id. at 285.

Mitchell, 468 F.3d at 1288 (“vulgar, vituperative, ad hominem attack” against a county commissioner during the public comment session is not entitled to First Amendment protection); Lowery, 586 F.3d at 431 (“harassing” speech threatening legal action can be excluded from public comment session of school board meeting without violating the First Amendment).

Id.

Minnesota State Bd. for Cmty. Coll. v. Knight, 465 U.S. 271, 284 (1984) (quoting Bi-Metallic Investment Co. v. State Bd. of Equalization, 239 U.S. 441(1915) (“[w]here a rule of conduct applies to more than a few people it is impracticable that every one should have a direct voice in its adoption”).

The states that do not specifically address the right to participate in public meetings are: Alabama, Alaska, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Meetings Law does not specifically provide for the right of public participation, other statutes or judicial fiat may create this right. Some statute statutes limit the right for public comment to specific organizations. For example, in both Alabama and North Carolina, specific statutes require an opportunity for public comment at the Board of Commissioners and the Board of Education meetings.

In Texas and Minnesota, where the Open Meetings Laws are silent as to public participation, the courts have weighed in on the issue. The Minnesota Supreme Court has held that one of the purposes of the statute is to “give the public an opportunity to express its views.” In Texas, a court distinguished between “public meetings,” where the public is not entitled to comment, and “public hearings,” where the public is entitled to comment.

In Florida, both the legislature and the courts have provided for and supported the right for public participation in public meetings. The Florida Supreme Court has emphasized the importance of public participation in open meetings, stating that

---

Minnesota, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming.

53 Ala. Code § 11-44-127 (1989) (all meetings of city board of commissioners are open to the public and every citizen of the municipality shall have a right to be heard on any subject relating to the business or conduct of the municipality); Ala. Code § 16-8-3 (2001) (county boards of education must hold an annual meeting to give the public an opportunity to present to the board matters relating to the allotment of public school funds or any other matter relating to the administration of the public schools of the county); N.C. Gen. Stat. §113A-110 (prior to adoption or amendment of any land-use plan, the body charged with its preparation and adoption shall hold a public hearing at which public and private parties shall have the opportunity to present comments); N.C. Gen. Stat. §115C-110 (the State Board of Education shall provide public hearings and an opportunity to comment to the general public prior to the adoption of the policies, procedures, and rules or regulations related to the education of children with special needs); N.C. Gen. Stat. § 143-14 (the appropriations committees of the House of Representatives and the Senate and subcommittees thereof shall sit jointly in open sessions while considering the budget, and all taxpayers or other persons interested in the estimates under consideration shall be admitted with the right to be heard).
54 Claude v. Collins, 518 N.W.2d 836, 841 (Minn. 1994).
56 See Fla. Stat. §286.0115(2)(b) (the Open Meetings Law expressly states that members of the public have the right to participate in quasi-judicial proceedings on local government land use matters.).
“specified boards and commissions…should not be allowed to deprive the public of this inalienable right to be present and to be heard at all deliberations wherein decisions affecting the public are being made.”

The Open Meetings Laws of other states specifically provide for the right to participate in public meetings. Arizona allows members of the public to address the public body on any issue within that body’s jurisdiction, but only if an open call to the public has been made during the public meeting. In Nebraska, while citizens have the right to speak at public meetings, the public body may choose to prevent citizen comments at public meetings as long as the public body does not forbid public participation at all meetings.

California requires the public body to provide an opportunity for members of the public to directly address the body on each noticed agenda item during the body’s consideration of the item. The California statutes also protect public criticism of the

57 Bd. of Public Instruction of Broward County v. Doan, 224 So. 2d 693, 699 (Fla. 1969).
58 See also Haw. Rev. Stat. §92-3 (citizens must be permitted to submit data, views, or arguments, in writing as well as through comments at the meetings); La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 42:5(D) (each public body must provide an opportunity for public comment at open meetings); Vt. Stat. Ann. § 1-312(h) (the public has the right to “express opinions” on any matter under consideration at the public meeting, however, this right does not apply to quasi-judicial proceedings); 65 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 710.1(a) (requires that there be a “reasonable opportunity” for all those who have standing to “comment on matters of concern, official action or deliberation which are or may be before the board or council prior to taking official action”); Mont. Code Ann. §7-1-4142 (local governments are required to allow for “reasonable opportunity to submit data, views, or argument” regarding decisions that are of significant interest to the public); Wis. Stat. § 2273.18 (2003-04) (public bodies are required to “afford each interested person or representative the opportunity to present facts, opinions or arguments in writing, whether or not there is an opportunity to present them orally); N.J. Stat. Ann. § 10:4-12(a) (public body is required to set aside a portion of time in every meeting for public comment on any governmental issue that a citizen feels may be of concern).
61 Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 11125.7(a), 54954.3(a). The public body does not have to listen to comments on items that are not on the agenda or comments that were previously considered in a prior meeting where there was an opportunity to comment.
policies, procedures, programs or services of the body, or the acts or omissions of the body.\textsuperscript{62}

In other states, the Open Meetings Laws expressly limit or narrowly define public participation.\textsuperscript{63} In Maryland, New York and Washington, there is no statutory right to participation, only the right to watch and listen at public meetings.\textsuperscript{64} In Oklahoma, the Attorney General has stated that neither the Open Meetings Laws nor “the First Amendment to the United States Constitution provides an opportunity for citizens to express their views on issues being considered by a public body, but a public body may voluntarily choose to allow for such comments.”\textsuperscript{65} Further, case law in Mississippi states that citizens are not participants and are not permitted to interfere with discussion, deliberation or decision-making at public meetings.\textsuperscript{66}

Almost all states that allow some form of public participation allow the public body to impose reasonable regulations on the public’s participation.\textsuperscript{67} In Florida, one court has held that “to deny the presiding officer the authority to regulate irrelevant debate and disruptive behavior at a public meeting would cause such meetings to drag on interminably, and deny others the opportunity to voice their opinions.”\textsuperscript{68} In Louisiana, the public body may limit public comment only as specified by reasonable rules and regulations and to prevent “willful disruption” that would “seriously compromise the

\textsuperscript{62} Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 11125.7(c), 54954.3(c).
\textsuperscript{63} Ind. Code § 5-14-1.5-3(a) (the public is only allowed to “observe and record” public meetings).
\textsuperscript{64} Md. Code, Com. Law § 10-501(a); N.Y. Gov’t Law § 7-100; Wash. Rev. Code §42 30-040
\textsuperscript{66} Hinds Co. Bd. of Supervisors v. Common Cause, 551 So. 2d 107, 110 (Miss. 1989); but see Bd. of Trustees of State Institutions of Higher Learning v. Mississippi Publishers Corp., 478 So. 2d 269, 276 (Miss. 1985) (held citizens are afforded reasonable amounts of time to speak where ad volorem tax increases are proposed).
\textsuperscript{68} Heyman, 888 F.2d at 1333.
orderly conduct” of a meeting. Arizona, Oklahoma and California have expressly stated that public bodies can limit public participation by imposing reasonable “time, place and manner restrictions.”

Both Texas and Maryland, while allowing public bodies to limit public participation by adopting reasonable rules and regulations, require training for public officials aimed at informing them about Open Meetings Laws. Texas requires each elected or appointed public official to complete a training course, overseen by the Attorney General, regarding the responsibilities of the governmental body and its members under the Open Meetings Laws. Maryland has created an “Open Meeting Compliance Board” to review open meeting complaints and violations. It reviews current Open Meetings Laws, makes recommendations to the legislature regarding Open Meetings Laws, and develops educational programs aimed at informing the public bodies about Open Meetings Laws.

The Open Meetings Laws of some states account for the possibility of disruptive citizens at public meetings. Delaware allows for those who are “seriously and willfully disruptive” to be escorted out of the meeting. In Louisiana, if someone, acting

---

72. Tex. Gov’t Code § 551.005.
74. See Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 39, §23C (a person commenting without permission may be asked to leave the meeting and may be escorted out if he refuses to leave); Nev. Rev. Stat. § 241.030(3)(b) (allows for the removal of a person who willfully disrupts a meeting to the extent that orderly conduct is made impractical); W. Va. Code §6-9A-3 (a member of the public may be removed if they disrupt the meeting to the extent that orderly conduct of the meeting is compromised); Wyo. Stat. §16-4-406 (the public body may prevent willful disruption that inhibits the orderly conduct of the meeting by either removal of the offending party or ending the meeting); see also, 29 Del. C. §10004(d); Wash. Rev. Code §42 30-050; Cal. Gov’t Code §54957.9; La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §42:6.1(c).
75. 29 Del. C. §10004(d).
willfully, “seriously compromise[s] the orderly conduct” of the meeting, the public body may remove that person.\textsuperscript{76} Similarly in Washington and California, if a meeting is interrupted so as to render the orderly conduct of the meeting unfeasible, and if order cannot be restored by the removal of those causing the disruption, the members of the governing body may order the meeting room cleared of all citizens and may continue the meeting in private.\textsuperscript{77}

**Part IV: Constitutional Principles Applicable to Public Comment Sessions**

The right to participate in public meetings is not a constitutional right, but one created by statute or judicial fiat. Once created, however, constitutional protections from government interference apply to citizens who comment at public meetings.

It has long been recognized that discussion of public issues lies “at the heart of the First Amendment.”\textsuperscript{78} So essential to our constitutional system, free and uninhibited political discussion is considered vital to “the security of [our] Republic.”\textsuperscript{79} “It is a prized American privilege to speak one’s mind, although not always with perfect good taste, on all public institutions.”\textsuperscript{80} However, despite the unequivocal language of the First Amendment,\textsuperscript{81} it has never been interpreted literally nor considered an absolute freedom.

The First Amendment affects government restrictions on private speech; and the constitutional validity of government speech restrictions depends on the “what and


\textsuperscript{77} Wash. Rev. Code § 42 30-050 (should this happen, only matters listed on the agenda may be considered. Members of the press, if not involved in the disruption, must be allowed to attend the private session); Cal. Gov’t Code §54957.9 (if a meeting is willfully interrupted, the public body may order the room cleared if removal of the disruptive person does not restore order. The body may only consider items on the agenda and members of the press, not involved in the disturbance, must be allowed to stay).


\textsuperscript{79} Sullivan, 376 U.S. at 269 (recognizing that common law defamation, applied to claims of public officials, has a chilling effect on political speech and created a constitutional rule for public official defamation to ensure wide-open and robust public debate) (citations omitted).

\textsuperscript{80} Id. (quoting Bridges v. California, 314 U.S. 252, 270 (1941)).

\textsuperscript{81} “Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech . . .” U.S. Const. amend. I.
where” of those restrictions.\textsuperscript{82} Although First Amendment protection is at its zenith when public debate is involved,\textsuperscript{83} that maxim does not hold true when the discourse occurs in public meetings. “The government’s ability to limit private expression in a public context” depends upon the forum in which it occurs.\textsuperscript{84}

\textbf{A. Forum Analysis}

The public forum doctrine is judicially created and relates to the use of government property for expressive activity.\textsuperscript{85} Over two hundred years ago, the Court viewed public property like private property, with the government as owner having power to forbid its use to members of the public.\textsuperscript{86} Eventually, the Supreme Court modified its restrictive view of public property, understanding that streets and parks, traditional public forums, belonged to the people for public use.\textsuperscript{87}

Overtime, the public forum analysis has developed into a three-tiered doctrine. Government property is sorted into three categories: 1) traditional public forums; 2)

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{82}U.S. Const. amend. I; Snyder v. Phelps, ___ U.S. ___, 131 S. Ct. 1207 (2011). In general, speech restrictions that target the message, its impact or the speaker receive the highest scrutiny. Content-based restrictions are presumptively invalid and the government bears the burden to show that the restriction is necessary to serve a compelling government interest. When the speech restriction targets the time, place, or manner of speech and is unrelated to the content of the speech, intermediate scrutiny applies. The government also bears the burden to satisfy the intermediate scrutiny test. The government must show that the restriction is narrowly tailored to serve a significant government interest and leaves open ample alternative channels of communication.
\item \textsuperscript{83}Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 14 (1976) (“[t]he First Amendment affords the broadest protection . . . to political expression”).
\item \textsuperscript{84}See Christian Legal Society v. Martinez, ___ U.S. ___; 130 S. Ct. 2971, 2984 (2010); Pleasant Grove City v. Summum, 555 U.S. 460, 129 S. Ct. 1125, 1132 (2009) (explaining the three-tier public forum doctrine)
\item \textsuperscript{85}Christian Legal Society, 130 S. Ct. at 2985 (“[i]n a progression of cases, [the Supreme] Court has employed forum analysis to determine when a governmental entity, in regulating property in its charge, may place limitations on speech”).
\item \textsuperscript{86}Davis v. Massachusetts, 167 U.S. 43 (1897) (“[f]or the legislature absolutely or conditionally to forbid public speaking in a highway or public park is no more an infringement of the rights of a member of the public than for the owner of a private house to forbid it in his house”).
\item \textsuperscript{87}Hague v. Comm. for Industrial Organizations, 307 U.S. 496, 515 (1939) (ordinance prohibiting distribution of leaflets and pamphlets on city streets facially unconstitutional; “use of streets and parks for the public to assemble, to communicate, and to discuss public questions, ‘has, from ancient times, been a part of the privileges, immunities, rights, and liberties of citizens’”)
\end{itemize}
designated public forums; and 3) limited public forums.\textsuperscript{88} Speech restrictions in traditional public forums, such as public streets and parks, receive the highest scrutiny.\textsuperscript{89} A designed public forum is “government property that has not traditionally been regarded as a public forum, [but is] intentionally opened up for that purpose.”\textsuperscript{90} Speech restrictions in designated public forums are scrutinized under the same standard as restrictions in traditional public forums.\textsuperscript{91} Lastly, limited public forums are created when government property, traditionally not dedicated to public use, is opened, but “limited to use by certain groups or dedicated solely to the discussion of certain topics.”\textsuperscript{92} Unlike traditional and designed public forums, speech restrictions in limited public forums can be content-based, so long as they are reasonable and viewpoint neutral.\textsuperscript{93}

While the Supreme Court’s recently articulated rules of the public forum doctrine can be clearly and simply stated, their application is anything but straight forward. There is no Supreme Court decision stating in what type of forum public comment sessions fall.\textsuperscript{94} Without Supreme Court precedent, the circuit courts have developed their own

\begin{footnotes}
\item 88 Christian Legal Society, 130 S. Ct. 2971, 2984, fn. 11 (citing Pleasant Grove City v. Summum, 555 U.S. 460, 129 S. Ct. 1125, 1132); but see William W. Van Alstyne, The American First Amendment in the Twenty-First Century: Cases and Materials, 4\textsuperscript{th} Edition, (Foundation Press, New York, NY, 2011) p. 496 n. 86 (“Or is it [ ] a four-forum approach: (a) traditional public forum, (b) dedicated public forum, (c) ‘limited’ public forum, (d) ‘nonpublic’ forum?”).
\item 89 Id. (a content-based restriction, aimed at silencing the message, its effect or the speaker, in a traditional public forum must be narrowly tailored to serve a compelling government interest).
\item 90 Christian Legal Society, 130 S. Ct. 2971, 2984, fn. 11 (citing Pleasant Grove City v. Summum, 555 U.S. 460, 129 S. Ct. 1125, 1132); but see William W. Van Alstyne, The American First Amendment in the Twenty-First Century: Cases and Materials, 4\textsuperscript{th} Edition, (Foundation Press, New York, NY, 2011) p. 496 n. 86 (“Or is it [ ] a four-forum approach: (a) traditional public forum, (b) dedicated public forum, (c) ‘limited’ public forum, (d) ‘nonpublic’ forum?”).
\item 91 Id.
\item 92 Id. (government may impose speech restrictions in limited public forums, so long as the restrictions are reasonable and viewpoint neutral).
\item 93 Id.
\item 94 See Fairchild v. Liberty Indep. Sch. Dist., 597 F.3d 747, 759 (5th Cir. 2010) (citing City of Madison Joint Sch. Dist. Number 8 v. Wisconsin Employment Relations Comm’n., 429 U.S. 167 (1976)) (discussing that the Supreme Court’s holding that non-union teachers could not be prohibited from speaking at a school board meeting was based on the conclusion that the applicable state statute was not viewpoint neutral, not on a determination that a school board meeting is designated as a public forum).
\end{footnotes}
rules in applying the public forum doctrine to public comment sessions. It is fair to say that the circuit courts’ jurisprudence in this area is a morass of confusion. The First, Second, Third, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth, and Tenth Circuit Courts of Appeals have struggled with the distinction between a “designated public forum” and a “limited public forum,” and consequently, remain unclear how to categorize public comment sessions. The Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals seemingly categorized citizen comment sessions as “limited public forums,” but applied the standard of scrutiny for a “designated public forum.” In contrast, the Fourth and Ninth Circuit Courts of Appeals have

---

95 See Bowman v. White, 444 F.3d 967, 975 (8th Cir. 2006) (discussing the confusion among the circuit courts on what constitutes a designated public forum).
98 Eichenlaub, 385 F.3d at 281 (discussing a sliding-scale standard for a designated public forum, which “allows for content-related regulation so long as the content is tied to the limitations that frame the scope of the designation, and so long as the regulation is neutral as to viewpoint within the subject matter of that content”). However, the Third Circuit’s sliding-scale standard is contrary to the Supreme Court’s recently articulated standard for a designated public forum. See Christian Legal Society, 130 S. Ct. at 2984, fn. 11 (citing Pleasant Grove City v. Summum, 555 U.S. 460, 129 S. Ct. 1125, 1132) (“Government restrictions on speech in a designated public forum are subject to the same strict scrutiny as restrictions in a traditional public forum”).
99 Fairchild, 597 F.3d at 758-79 (citing Chiu v. Plano Indep. Sch. Dist., 260 F.3d 330, 346 (5th Cir. 2001)) (discussing that the line separating designated and limited public forums “remains undefined”). However, the court was inconsistent in describing the type of forum and applicable standard it ascribed to the public comment session. In one portion of its opinion, the court concluded that the rules adopted for the Liberty Independent School District’s public comment sessions created a limited public forum, applying a reasonable, viewpoint-neutral standard. Id. at 760. A page later in its opinion, the court applied an intermediate scrutiny standard to the challenged rules, stating “[t]he rules were designed to serve a substantial government interest and allow for reasonable alternative channels of communication.” Id. at 761.
100 Lowery, 586 F.3d at 432 (categorizing the public comment session at a school board meeting as both a “designated” and “limited” public forum).
101 Bowman v. White, 444 F.3d 967, 975 (8th Cir. 2006) (“[s]ubstantial confusion exists regarding what distinction, if any, exists between a ‘designated public forum’ and a ‘limited public forum’”).
102 Shero, 510 F.3d at 1202 (“[u]nder our precedent, it is not entirely clear whether a city council meeting should be treated as a ‘designated public forum’ or a ‘limited public forum’”).
103 Rowe v. City of Cocoa, 358 F.3d 800, 802-03 (11th Cir. 2004) (in a limited public forum, government speech restrictions that are content neutral and regulate the time, place and manner of speech must be narrowly tailored to serve a significant government interest). However, later in its opinion, the court seems to contradict itself. The court upholds the residency requirement for citizens to speak in the open session of the city council meeting because the limitation is reasonable and viewpoint neutral. Id. at 804; see Christian Legal Society, 130 S. Ct. at 2984, fn. 11 (citing Pleasant Grove City v. Summum, 555 U.S. 460,
applied, without equivocation, the current standard articulated by the Supreme Court for limited public forums, thereby, permitting speech restrictions on citizen comments in public meetings which are reasonable and viewpoint neutral.\textsuperscript{106}

Much of the confusion in the circuit courts’ public forum jurisprudence can be traced to earlier Supreme Court cases which used different terminology for the categories of public property currently termed “designated public forum” and “limited public forum.” For example, in \textit{United States v. Kokinda},\textsuperscript{107} the Court used the term “nonpublic forum” to categorize a sidewalk near the entrance of a post office, located entirely on postal service property.\textsuperscript{108} When members of an advocacy group placed a table on the post office sidewalk for the purpose of soliciting contributions and distributing literature, they were arrested for violating a federal statute prohibiting the solicitation of contributions on postal premises.\textsuperscript{109} The Court upheld the no solicitation regulation as applied, stating that “the regulation [must] be analyzed under the standards set forth for nonpublic fora: it must be reasonable and ‘not an effort to suppress expression merely because public officials oppose the speaker’s view.’”\textsuperscript{110} In a case challenging a prohibition on solicitation in a public airport terminal, the Court again used the term

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{106} \textit{Steinburg}, 527 F.3d at 385 (public meeting is a limited public forum, which permits reasonable restrictions “to preserve the civility and decorum necessary to further the forum’s purpose of conducting public business,” but, restrictions must be viewpoint neutral).
\item \textsuperscript{107} \textit{Norse}, 629 F.3d at 975 (defining city council meetings open to the public as limited public forums, requiring speech restrictions to be reasonable and viewpoint neutral).
\item \textsuperscript{108} \textit{Christian Legal Society}, 130 S. Ct. 2971, 2984, fn. 11 (citing \textit{Pleasant Grove City v. Summum}, 555 U.S. 460, 129 S. Ct. 1125, 1132) (in a limited public forum, government speech restrictions must be reasonable and viewpoint neutral).
\item \textsuperscript{109} \textit{United States v. Kokinda}, 497 U.S. 720 (1990) (upheld conviction of advocacy group members for violating a federal regulation prohibiting any person from soliciting contributions on postal premises because the Court decided that the sidewalk in front of the post office, located entirely on postal service property, was a nonpublic forum).
\item \textsuperscript{110} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{106} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{109} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{110} \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
“nonpublic forum.”111 Holding that terminals are nonpublic forums, the Court applied a reasonable, viewpoint neutral standard to the airport terminal no solicitation regulation.112 In these earlier cases, the Court used the terminology “nonpublic forum” for government property now categorized as “limited public forum.”

To further confuse the public forum analysis, the Supreme Court defined a designated public forum, as having either a limited or unlimited character.113 The difference between the “limited” designated public forum and the “unlimited” designated public forum is whether the government has opened up the property for expressive activity “by part or all of the public.”114 Whatever the character of the designated property, “regulation of such property is subject to the same limitations as that governing a traditional public forum.”115

Given the Court’s various mutations of terminology applied to the second and third categories of public property - designated public forum, whether limited or unlimited, and nonpublic forum - it is completely understandable why the circuit courts’ analysis of what constitutes a “designated public forum” is “far from lucid.”116 One might question the importance of unraveling the confusion in terminology and the futility in placing a label on public comment sessions. However, the characterization of the

111 *Int’l Society for Krishna Consciousness, Inc. v. Lee*, 505 U.S. 672 (1992) (determining that terminals are nonpublic forums, and regulations on expressive activity in nonpublic forums “need only to be reasonable, as long as the regulation is not an effort to address the speaker’s activity due to disagreement with the speaker’s view”).
112 *Id.; see also Cornelius v. NAACP Legal Defense and Educ. Fund, Inc.*, 473 U.S. 733 (1985) (determining that a fundraising drive for charitable purposes in the federal workplace was a nonpublic forum); *Greer v. Spock*, 424 U.S. 828 (1976) (determining that a military base is a nonpublic forum); *Lehman v. Shaker Heights*, 418 U.S. 298 (1974) (determining that the car card space for advertising on a public bus is a nonpublic forum).
113 *Int’l Society for Krishna Consciousness, Inc.*, 505 U.S. 672 (defining the second category of public property as a designated public forum, as having a limited or unlimited character).
114 *Id.*
115 *Id.*
116 *Bowman*, 444 F.3d at 975.
forum dictates which party has the burden to justify a challenged speech restriction and the level of scrutiny or deference a court should give to the legislative explanation for the restriction.

Some of the cases, upon which the circuit courts have relied, addressed the public forum doctrine in the context of a school mail system,\textsuperscript{117} university meeting facilities,\textsuperscript{118} an annual charitable fundraising drive,\textsuperscript{119} and a student activities fund.\textsuperscript{120} In each of these cases, groups sought use of government facilities or funds to hold meetings or to disseminate their message. Unlike the unilateral use of government property at issue in the above mentioned cases, participation in a public meeting involves a dialectic discourse, involving multiple voices. Public comment sessions have more of the characteristics of the quintessential public forum political debate, involving face-to-face, real-time discourse between citizens and their elected officials on matters of public concern.\textsuperscript{121} Nevertheless, a public comment session is neither a public forum nor an “unlimited” designated public forum.

As the modern public forum doctrine evolved, an elements-based approach was used to determine whether government opened a non-traditional forum for public discourse, focusing on “the policy and practice of the government, the nature of the

\textsuperscript{117} Perry Educ. Ass’n v. Perry Local Educators’ Ass’n, 460 U.S. 37 (1983) (a school mail facility is not a public forum and a reasonableness standard applied to the state’s distinction between the exclusive bargaining representative and its rival in using the system for communication).

\textsuperscript{118} Widmar v. Vincent, 454 U.S. 263 (1982) (state university’s policy created a public forum for use of its meeting facilities by student groups).

\textsuperscript{119} Cornelius, 473 U.S. 788 (an annual charitable fundraising drive in the federal workplace is a nonpublic forum and excluding some advocacy organizations satisfied the reasonableness standard).

\textsuperscript{120} Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia, 515 U.S. 819 (1995) (characterizing the student activities fund as a limited public forum, prohibiting the state from discriminating based on viewpoint).

\textsuperscript{121} But see Fairchild, 597 F.3d at 760 (the school district’s public comment session lacks the characteristics of a public debate because the rules do not permit the School Board to deliberate or to take action on any subject that is raised; instead, the purpose of the comment session is learning about topics that the Board may take up at a later time and route citizen or employee concerns to administrative procedures when appropriate).
property and its ‘compatibility’ with expressive activity.” Circuit courts have mirrored this elements-based approach by focusing on two factors: “(1) the government’s intent with respect to the forum, and (2) the nature of the [forum] and its compatibility with the speech at issue.”

In determining whether a public comment session should be characterized as a designated public forum, a limited public forum or a nonpublic forum (depending on the nomenclature being used), the elements-based approach can provide guidance. The government’s intent with respect to the public comment session can be construed from the statute creating the right for public participation in public meetings. Looking to the nature of a public meeting and its compatibility with public participation, the forum designation depends upon the relative value placed on accomplishing government business versus promoting citizen participation.

Like so many of the circuits that place open comment sessions somewhere between a designated public forum and a limited public forum, this “hybrid” public forum category strikes the proper balance between protecting efficient government business and promoting citizen participation. While the Supreme Court, in its most recent cases, did not include in the list of forum categories a “limited” designated public forum, it is not without precedent to recognize a fourth type of public forum. Some

---

124 See cases cited supra note 87. The legal issues addressed in these cases focused on the government speech doctrine and a university’s antidiscrimination policy, not the public forum doctrine. Therefore, the Court’s list of three categories of public forums is merely dicta. Further, the Court has never directly addressed the application of the public forum doctrine to open comment sessions in public meetings.
have suggested that the public forum doctrine does include a fourth category, using the terminology: traditional, dedicated or designated, limited, and nonpublic forums.\footnote{See William W. Van Alstyne, \textit{The American First Amendment in the Twenty-First Century: Cases and Materials,} 4\textsuperscript{th} Edition. (Foundation Press, New York, NY, 2011) p. 496 n. 86 (suggesting a four-forum approach: (a) traditional public forum, (b) dedicated or designated public forum, (c) ‘limited’ public forum, (d) ‘nonpublic’ forum).}

If the Court were to address the application of the public forum doctrine to open comment sessions in public meetings, the Court should recognize, as the circuit courts have, the unique aspect of this type of forum. Unlike expressive activities in traditional public forums, public meetings have a dual purpose of conducting government business and promoting public discourse. However, citizen participation in public meetings is more than the use of government property to disseminate a unitary message, such as the nonpublic forum of a school mail system.

Therefore, comment sessions should be categorized as a “limited” designated public forum (or limited forum in a four category scheme). Under this category, speech may be limited to the subject matter of the forum’s jurisdiction, but any further restrictions would be subject to the same level of scrutiny applicable to speech restrictions in traditional and designated public forums. Of course, a statute may create a nonpublic forum by further limiting public comments, such as limiting comments to agenda items only or allocating discretion to the government entity to hold public comment sessions. Then, the comment session would be a “true” nonpublic forum, subject to a standard of reasonableness and viewpoint neutrality.

Concluding that a public comment session is a “limited” designated public forum protects the dual goals of conducting government business in an orderly and efficient manner and providing the opportunity for citizens to voice their opinions on matters of
public concern. Subjecting government restrictions on citizen participation to a heightened standard of scrutiny upholds the importance placed on public discussion of public matters without sacrificing efficiency in government business. Even in the non-traditional forum of a public meeting, the right of public participation is consistent with “a fundamental principle of the American form of government.”

B. Government Employees’ Speech Rights in Public Comment Sessions

First Amendment rights afforded citizens who speak in public comment sessions do not apply with equal force to government employees. The “recently minted government speech doctrine” imposes another layer of confusion to this already complex area of the law. The Supreme Court explained the government speech doctrine in a recent case involving a city’s right to accept or deny privately donated monuments to permanently install in a public park. Beginning with the premise that “the Free Speech Clause . . . does not regulate government speech,” the Court concluded that the government is free to pick and chose the content and viewpoint of its own message. When the government speaks or when “it enlists private entities to convey its message,” it may “regulate the content of what is or is not expressed.”

This limitation on First Amendment speech rights applies when government employees speak in their official capacity. Articulating its employee-speech doctrine, the

---

126 Sullivan, 376 U.S. at 275 (paraphrasing James Madison) (citations omitted).
127 Pleasant Grove City, 129 S. Ct. at 1139 (Stevens, J., concurring) (disagreeing with majority’s reliance on “the recently minted government speech doctrine”).
128 Id. (a religious organization wanted to install a stone monument containing its religious precepts in the city park, similar to a monument containing the Ten Commandments which was privately donated and permanently installed in the city park).
129 Id. at 1131 (citing Johanns v. Livestock Marketing Ass’n., 544 U.S. 550, 553 (2005) (“the Government’s own speech . . . is exempt from First Amendment scrutiny.”); see also National Endowment for Arts v. Finley, 524 U.S. 569, 598 (1998) (Scalia, J., concurring in judgment) (“It is the very business of government to favor and disfavor points of view”)).
130 Pleasant Grove City, 129 S. Ct. at 1131 (citing Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors of Univ. of Va., 515 U.S. 819, 833 (2000)).
Court has consistently held that “when public employees are making statements pursuant to their official duties, the employees are not speaking as citizens for First Amendment purposes.” In employee-speech cases, the beginning premise is that the government cannot condition public employment on the relinquishment of constitutionally protected rights of freedom of expression. However, in these cases, the Court has made a distinction between situations in which an employee speaks “as a citizen upon matters of public concern” and when the employee speaks in his or her official capacity. Further, government employees cannot use the First Amendment to “constitutionalize” an employee grievance.

There are competing interests involved in treating government employee “official” speech different from speech spoken as a citizen on matters of public concern for First Amendment purposes. Government employees’ “official” speech implicates the employer-employee relationship. Like private employers, government employers need to exercise control over their employees to ensure the workplace functions efficiently. Further, public employees’ speech can be imputed to the government,

---


133 In determining whether an employee’s speech is a matter of public concern, the Court looks to “the content, form, and context of a given statement, as revealed by the whole record.” *Connick*, 461 U.S. at 147-48.

134 *Garcetti*, 547 U.S. at 415-16 (citing *Pickering v. Board of Ed. Of Township High School Dist.* 205, 391 U.S. 563 (1968)); see also *Connick*, 461 U.S. at 146-47 (when government employees claim retaliatory discharge for exercising their First Amendment right of freedom of expression, the beginning inquiry is “whether the expressions in question were made by the speaker ‘as a citizen upon matters of public concern’”).

135 *Id.* at 420 (citing *Connick*, 461 U.S. at 154) (although the First Amendment gives public employees certain rights, “it does not empower them to ‘constitutionalize’ the employee grievance”).

136 *Id.* at 430 (public employees enjoy a qualified speech protection that balances “the tension between individual and public interest in the speech . . . and the government’s interest in operating efficiently without distraction or embarrassment by talkative or headline-grabbing employees”).

137 *Id.* at 418.
“contravene[ing] governmental policies or impair[ing] the proper performance of governmental functions.”

In contrast to promoting efficiency and discipline in the workforce and ensuring government policy is expressed as a “single” voice, the public’s right to know about the conduct and misconduct of government entities is affected by government employee speech restrictions. Government employees are often the best source of information about the performance of governmental entities and public officials. Open and robust discussion about public entities and public officials is at the core of First Amendment protected speech. Therefore, any restriction on public employees from speaking on the inefficiency or misconduct of their government employers inhibits the public’s First Amendment right to know information essential to self-governance.

Trying to balance these competing interests in the context of a public comment forum can create a plethora of problems from a First Amendment perspective. While it is constitutionally permissible to exclude a public employee’s employment grievance from public comment sessions, it is not at all clear whether a public employee’s general dissatisfaction with job related matters is off limits. Perhaps, the deciding factor is whether the public employee is speaking “pursuant to employment responsibilities” specifically or to general matters pertaining to his or her government employer.

---

138 Id. at 419.
139 Id. at 425.
140 Garcia, 547 U.S. at 425; see Terri Day, Speak No Evil: Legal Ethics v. The First Amendment, 32 THE JOURNAL OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION 161, 187-89 (2008) (discussing the Garcia opinion and its counterintuitive result from a First Amendment perspective in that it restricts the public’s access to information essential to self-governance from those most knowledgeable about governmental performance).
141 Id. at 420 (public employees’ employment grievances are not constitutionally protected speech).
142 Id. at 424 (“[w]hen a public employee speaks pursuant to employment responsibilities, however, there is no relevant analogue to speech by citizens who are not government employees.”); but see Pickering v. Bd. of Educ., 391 U.S. 563 (1968) (teacher who wrote letter to local newspaper criticizing school board’s
Making such fine distinctions between permissible and impermissible speech for public employees in open comment sessions can be too difficult for public officials not schooled in the nuances of the employee-speech doctrine. A public employer can avoid such difficulties by creating policies and procedures which provide the opportunity for public employees to air both specific and general employment-related grievances. “Giving employees an internal forum for their speech will discourage them from concluding that the safest avenue of expression is to state their views in public.”

When, however, a citizen wishes to publicly comment on the public entity’s employees or employment-related decisions, the employee speech doctrine does not apply. The government-as-employer concerns about discipline in the workforce and controlling the message of government policy are not implicated. Thus, citizens’ complaints against public employees are usually permissible in open comment sessions, so long as the topic is not inconsistent with other legitimate, content-neutral, time, place, and manner restrictions.

Speech about the qualifications and performance of public employees and the employment-related decisions of public officials lies at the heart of the First Amendment. Such speech would receive the highest level of protection in a public comment session, characterized as a “limited” designated public forum. However, other concerns surface when employment related matters are raised by citizens in public comment sessions. These types of discussions open the door to defamation and privacy

---

handling of particular fiscal matters was speaking as a private citizen on a matter of public concern; thus her speech was protected by the First Amendment).

143 *Garcetti*, 547 U.S. at 424 (“A public employer that wishes to encourage its employees to voice concerns privately retains the option of instituting internal policies and procedures that are receptive to employee criticism.”).

concerns. Trying to protect reputational and privacy interests of government employees when these matters are raised in open comment sessions are usually insufficient reasons to silence a concerned citizen.

C. Protecting Reputational and Privacy Interests

In many jurisdictions, rules governing public comment sessions restrict discussion of personnel matters, including citizens’ complaints against individual employees. Courts have found that silencing citizens’ criticism of public employees, particularly in the setting of school board meetings, violates the First Amendment.

Limitation on public criticism of public employees is of particular concern in this case, arising as it does in the context of public education. The public entrusts school boards with the education of its children, and the schools play a critical role in the social, ethical, and civic development of those students. To relegate discussion on the education of a community’s children to closed, back-room sessions would deprive the public of the most appropriate forum to debate these issues.

Public entities have offered the following justifications for restricting public criticism of their employees: protecting privacy and liberty interests, and avoiding reputational harm. However, these proffered justifications are not sufficient to silence

145 See e.g., Fairchild, 597 F.3d at 757 (rules governing public comment sessions prohibit discussion of personnel matters, such as “the appointment, employment, evaluation, reassignment, duties, discipline or dismissal of a public . . . employee”); Leventhal, 973 F.Supp. 951 (rules prohibited complaints against individual employees of the school district unless employees consented to discussion in public comment session); Moore v. Asbury Park Bd. of Educ., 2005 WL 2033687, *13 (D.N.J.) (prohibition on personally directed comments is an impermissible viewpoint-based restraint and is unconstitutional).
146 See e.g., Baca v. Moreno Valley Unified Sch. Dist., 936 F.Supp. 719, 726 (C.D. Cal. 1996) (parent was ejected from school board meeting for criticizing principal and superintendent, referenced by name and position, in violation of school board policy).
147 Id.; Bach, 139 F.Supp.2d 738 (school board bylaw prohibiting “attacks or accusations regarding the honesty, character, integrity or other like personal attributes of any identified individual or group” could not prohibit plaintiff from stating his concerns about the qualifications, performance and conduct of school officials in open comment session; however, prohibition on comments regarding pending student discipline or employee grievance matters okay).
149 Id. at 958.
“the expressive rights of the public.”\textsuperscript{151} Whether applying strict scrutiny or a lower standard of review, courts have held that the “no public criticism of employees” rules are unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{152}

In several open meetings, the board president chastised citizens who raised their concerns about a district superintendent’s qualifications and job performance.\textsuperscript{153} The board president invoked the proscriptions of a bylaw which prohibited discussion of personnel matters in open meetings unless the affected employee consented.\textsuperscript{154} Addressing a challenge to the specific provision, the court recognized that any interest in protecting employees’ right to privacy applied to the district only in its role as an employer, not as a government entity.\textsuperscript{155} In providing a forum for citizens’ concerns about employees, the district was fulfilling its statutory obligations as a government entity, not an employer.\textsuperscript{156}

Receiving citizens’ critical comments did not require the government entity to “endorse, sanction, or act upon those comments at open meetings.”\textsuperscript{157} Any deliberations and actions the board takes in its role as employer affecting individual employment decisions occur in closed sessions.\textsuperscript{158} Therefore, “the public’s statements cannot, as a
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matter of law, give rise to an insulted employees’ claim for defamation or deprivation of
due process.”

In its opinion, the court assumed the public comment session was a “limited”
public forum, but applied the level of scrutiny applicable to traditional public forums.160
Characterizing the no criticism rule as content-based, the court applied strict scrutiny
review and held that the school board’s asserted interests to support the rule were not
sufficiently compelling to justify the speech restriction.161

Alternatively, the court applied the more deferential standard of review applicable
to nonpublic forums; and even under the less exacting standard, the no criticism rule
violated the First Amendment.162 Although content-based speech restrictions are
permissible in nonpublic forums, those restrictions must be viewpoint neutral. In any
forum, government can not restrict private speech because it disfavors the speaker’s

159 Leventhal, 973 F.Supp. at 959 (“one who is not the employees’ employer cannot directly deprive the
employee of due process”) (citations omitted).
160 Id. at 957. The court relied upon Madison v. Wisconsin Employment Relations Comm’n., 429 U.S. 167
(1976), for the proposition that school board meetings are “a designated public forum unlimited as to
speakers but not as to topic . . . .” Id. Thus, this court categorized public comment sessions at open school
board meetings as limited public forums, but applied the same standard of review as applicable to traditional
public forums. In dicta, the court recognized that Ninth Circuit precedent did not apply the Madison forum
analysis to city board meetings. Id. (citing Kindt v. Santa Monica Rent Control Bd., 67 F.3d 266, 270 (9th
Cir. 1995) (“city council and city board meetings ‘fit more neatly into the nonpublic forum niche’”). The
court appeared to find precedent for distinguishing school boards from other public entities for purposes of
public forum analysis. The court’s reasoning is flawed for two reasons. First, the court’s strong reliance on
Madison for the proposition that “the Supreme Court has never wavered from its characterization of school
boards as limited public fora,” Id. at 957, is questionable. See cases cited supra note 96. Second, while
there may be specific state statutes treating citizen participation in open meetings of school boards different
than for meetings of other governmental entities, see supra Part II, case law generally does not make a
distinction between school boards and other governmental entities for purposes of forum analysis.
However, the unique impact that educators and school board administrators have on a community’s
children may demand more community input at open meetings, while the ballot box provides sufficient
community input in other government arenas, lessening the need for public discourse in open meetings.
See cases cited supra note 150.
161 Id. at 960.
162 Id.
views. When government silences particular views, government censorship is most egregious and always offends the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{163}

The challenged bylaw prohibited critical comments of employees, but permitted praise for and laudatory comments about employees. In favoring positive comments, the rule constituted classic viewpoint-based discrimination. It silenced one view, but not all views about employees’ performance and fitness.\textsuperscript{164} Consequently, the bylaw violated the First Amendment under any standard of review.

In another case involving a similar bylaw, a citizen complained about a principal and superintendent in an open comment session.\textsuperscript{165} The speaker ignored warnings to refrain from mentioning either employee by name or by position, resulting in her ejection from the meeting.\textsuperscript{166} A lawsuit followed, alleging that the bylaw was unconstitutional. In its ruling, the court held that: (1) the restriction on criticizing district employees violated the First Amendment; (2) the open comment session was “a designated and limited public forum”; (3) the challenged bylaw was subject to the same standard of review as applied to speech restrictions in traditional public forums; and (4) the bylaw was a content-based restriction, not narrowly tailored to serve compelling government interests.\textsuperscript{167}

Defending its bylaw and its removal of plaintiff from the open meeting, the school district argued that plaintiff’s speech “regarding child abusers and racists” was slander

\textsuperscript{163} See \textit{Rosenberger}, 515 U.S. at 829.
\textsuperscript{164} \textit{Leventhal}, 973 F.Supp. at 961 (the court does not address whether the district could limit complaints about non-policymaking employees, such as teachers, custodians, cafeteria workers, alleging violations of the law or school policies).
\textsuperscript{165} \textit{Baca}, 936 F.Supp. at 726.
\textsuperscript{166} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{167} \textit{Id}.
and a “false light utterance” not protected by the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{168} The court disagreed. While the government may restrict defamatory content, it may not restrict only defamation critical of the government.\textsuperscript{169} The challenged bylaw “proscribes only speech critical of District employees, not speech critical of anyone else, and does not proscribe only defamatory criticism.”\textsuperscript{170}

Like the district’s concern for reputational harm, the interest in protecting its employees’ privacy was equally unprevailing. Similar to the previous case, the court distinguished between the district’s roles as an employer from that as a government entity.\textsuperscript{171} In its role as an employer, protecting employee privacy is not a compelling government interest.\textsuperscript{172} Further, in discussing the tort of invasion of privacy, the court emphasized that liability cannot be based on disclosing already publicly known private facts.\textsuperscript{173} According to the court, the ban on discussing complaints against employees in open comment sessions is over-inclusive because it “forbids public disclosure of any criticism,” even if the criticism would not satisfy the elements of the privacy tort.\textsuperscript{174}

In addition to defamation and privacy, the district argued that its bylaw served the compelling interest of protecting its employees’ liberty interests. Unsure what the district
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was arguing, the court recognized that, in this case, the constitutionally protected liberty interest could only be violated if employees suffered adverse government action without due process. Since any adverse employment action would occur in a closed meeting only after an employee had notice and an opportunity to be heard, the district’s concern about protecting employees’ liberty interests was without merit.

Even more than the “generic” no personal attack prohibitions, the ban on complaints against employees in open meetings is doomed to fail a constitutional challenge. Both are content based speech restrictions, which are permissible in some forums; but the further content discrimination of proscribing complaints against employees only is always constitutionally impermissible. Protecting employees from reputational harm or invasions of privacy are not sufficient interests to justify a speech restriction that discriminates based on both content and viewpoint.

As Part IV of this article illustrates, there are constitutional landmines that must be avoided when government entities adopt and implement rules of decorum. Effective and constitutionally valid rules must be neutral and generally applicable to all speakers, clear and concise, yet specific enough to inform public officials and citizens what is and is not permissible expressive conduct in public meetings, and easily enforceable.

V. Guidelines for Adopting and Implementing Rules of Decorum

While common sense can help public officials and citizens to maintain civility in open comment sessions, properly implementing rules of decorum cannot rest on common sense alone. What seems commonsensical may offend constitutional principles. It is costly for government entities to defend lawsuits brought by citizens alleging their First

175 Baca, 936 F.Supp. at 733 (“only the government . . . can provide the employee with due process [notice and a right to be heard] related to the government’s threatened stigmatizing action”).

176 Id.
Amendment rights were violated when public officials silenced their voice or ejected them from public meetings.

Despite constitutional complexities, a code of conduct should incorporate some basic principles. Foremost, whichever forum rules a jurisdiction has adopted, government entities must adopt civility rules that are viewpoint neutral. Government entities may constitutionally limit discussion topics and groups consistent with its subject matter jurisdiction; but, beyond this, rules should be content neutral. Rules that limit citizen comments should address the time, place and manner of the comments. For instance, government entities may impose time limits on citizens’ comments. The open comment session of public meetings may be scheduled at the beginning or end of meetings. Placards, signs, and visual aids may be barred from public meetings and comment sessions. Depending on the type of forum created, comments may be limited to agenda items. Citizens may be required to request speaking time prior to the meeting and list the topic of their planned comments, so long as the review process is timely and impartial to subject matter and identity of the speaker.

All codes of conduct should include rules of procedure for cutting off disruptive comments. For example, rules of procedure may require a presiding official to inform a speaker of his non-compliance, to warn a speaker of possible consequences for non-compliance, and to request voluntary compliance before taking more punitive measures, such as ejection from the meeting or arrest for disrupting a public meeting. Rules can restrict comments that are irrelevant, repetitive, and harassing. However, public officials must take care to apply these rules according to the governing procedures and in a consistent, non-arbitrary manner.
Some topics are inappropriate for discussion in comment sessions and may be restricted. Specifically, public employees do not have a constitutional right to air their employment grievances in open meetings. The law is less clear about the right of public employees to raise general complaints about their government employer in open meetings. To avoid the fine line-drawing between employees’ “official” speech and employees’ speech as a private citizen on matters of public concern, the government employer should provide public employees administrative processes for airing specific and general employment-related grievances. This provides public employees alternative channels of communication; and public entities could require its employees to pursue and to exhaust administrative procedures before airing grievances in open meetings.

As to citizens’ employee-related grievances, public officials should respect citizens’ rights to publicly question and criticize the fitness and job performance of public employees. However, private complaints, unrelated to job performance, against public employees are not appropriate discussion for open comment sessions. Public officials should not respond to citizens’ criticisms of employees in open meetings. Further, the rules should require that no deliberations or actions affecting employment conditions of public employees shall occur in open meetings without the consent of the affected employee.

In the heat of public debate, it can be difficult for public officials to apply neutral rules of generally applicability in a consistent, non-arbitrary manner. Perfectly drafted rules of decorum can be impermissibly applied if public officials are selective in their enforcement. Training is a key component to ensure that rules of decorum serve their dual purpose of protecting citizens’ rights to participate in public meetings and furthering
the efficient accomplishment of government business. Training also serves a third purpose, which is to protect public officials and public entities from lawsuits challenging the constitutionality of rules of decorum and their application.

VI. Conclusion

Public debate on public issues is a prized American privilege. While the Constitution does not guarantee citizens the right to participate in public meetings, those rights can be created by state statute or judicial fiat. Once citizens are granted expressive rights in public meetings, those rights fall under the protective umbrella of the First Amendment.

Government entities required to open their meetings to public comment are challenged with adopting and implementing rules of decorum. On the surface, such rules would seem fairly basic. At its core, civility is “play nice in the sandbox,” a concept drilled into the psyches of most people from earliest memories. However, one only has to read the headlines, watch TV news, or logon to YouTube to recognize that too many acts of violence are the result of citizens-gone-mad and no amount of civility rules will impact the reality of such tragedies. Without laboring on the obvious, the effectiveness of rules of decorum depends upon “uncontrollable” and “ unknowable” factors, such as an individual’s emotional stability and tolerance for conflict. The most well drafted and perfectly implemented set of rules cannot account for the “human” factor.

However, even level-headed, responsible citizens can become disruptive when confronting official policy-makers whose decisions affect the most precious aspects of everyday lives: children’s education, jobs, property values, and economic welfare. Officials presiding over public comment sessions must determine when citizens’
participation becomes disruptive and how to contain the disruption. In deciding when and how to cut off disruptive citizens, public officials must balance the rights of citizens to participate in open meetings with the need to efficiently accomplish government business. Finally, First Amendment principles dictate what actions taken by presiding officials are constitutionally permissible and impermissible.

While meeting all of the above considerations, government entities must adopt and implement rules of decorum to guide public officials tasked with the responsibility of presiding over open meetings and public participation sessions. As discussed above, it is a difficult task even for the courts to unravel the constitutional complexities that arise when citizens challenge the application of these rules of decorum. If courts struggle, it is inevitable that public officials, unschooled in the nuances of First Amendment jurisprudence, would have difficulties knowing when and how to apply civility rules in a way that cuts off disruptive citizens and, at the same time, does not trample on their First Amendment rights.

Public officials must respect First Amendment rights of citizens to participate in public meetings and conduct government business in an orderly and efficient manner. Well drafted rules of decorum, without proper training, will be ineffective tools to guide public officials. Public officials, like citizens, are not immune from the passions that are stirred in public debate. It is “human” to get defensive when receiving angry citizens’ complaints. Rules of decorum, along with training, can provide public officials an effective shield to perform their public responsibilities within the constitutional parameters of the First Amendment.
Civility in public debate is somewhat of an oxymoron. It is expected that public debate will be uninhibited, robust, wide-open, vehement, caustic, and sharp. Such speech is not only protected, it is encouraged. The First Amendment embodies the right of Americans to express their views in political discourse, even if not always in good taste or according to dictates of civility.